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will use the correct term "termite" only when referring to the insect in real life.
The worship of anthills takes the form of ritual circumambulation (Sanskrit, pradaksina), involving clockwise or "sunwise" circulation, so that the mound is kept on the worshiper's right. This is a solar rite in which the worshiper identifies with the course of the sun in its lifegiving aspect.2 Offerings are nowadays mostly vegetarian, in the form of food and drink (especially eggs, bananas, rice, and milk); but animal sacrifice is not uncommon, the blood of victims being poured down the ventilation shafts of the mound.
In most areas, the sacred anthill is identified with a village goddess (in pastoral areas, a god) who is believed to have been "born of the anthill," without human father or mother, and who never has a consort. The deity does not represent the anthill, or vice versa; the anthill is the deity, and the deity is the anthill: mound and deity are regarded as one.
When we look for meaning in anthill rites, the first clue comes from the nature of the festivals associated with the cult, which are always celebrations of the New Year-although not ordinarily the calendric New Year. In many parts of India, up to the present day, a sun emblem painted with yellow turmeric and inserted into the center of the mound as an axis prior to the sacrifice.10 In rites performed at the building of a temple, a piece of anthill clay called the "embryo" is inserted into the foundations11-a practice already included in the building of a Vedic fire altar.12 Anthills also appear in the ancient Indian rite of royal consecration (rajasuya)I3 and in many rites of calling divine witness, in which anthills serve as oracles, or in the witnessing of oaths.14 In social life, they also carry a guarantee of divine sanctuary, enabling the fugitive who escapes justice to secure immunity from arrest simply by embracing an anthill.'5 Finally, there are recurrent folktales about a treasure guarded by a serpent hidden within the anthill. The serpent is often described as spitting fire and having in its head a wondrous jewel which emits rays causing the rainbow. 16 It is said that if you run to the spot "where the rainbow ends" and dig into the nearest anthill, there you will find treasure-that is, if you survive the anger of the guardian serpent.'7 Among the pastoral tribes of central India, the treasure is sheep: it is said that if you embrace an anthill and put your ear to it, you will hear the bleating of the first lambs of the creation." 8 We 2) . In its cosmogonic form, the image is that of a mound or "low eminence" that pushed its head above the waters. In regions with major river systems subject to flooding (where the early civilizations developed), the primordial mound was visualized as a mud bank, left high and dry by the receding flood: one day a "hump" of brown mud, seemingly lifeless; the next day bursting into greenery and myriad forms of life beneath the fertilizing rays of the sun. Where there were no large rivers, an alternative image was a rock with springs issuing from its base.
Whatever the form in which the primordial mound was visualized (and there are countless variations), it is here that we meet with a semantic trap. This cosmogonic mound commonly described as the "high place" was "high" only in relation to the waters out of which it emerged. The trap is made still more treacherous by the fact that the cosmogonic mound was conceived as "swelling" into a hill and eventually into a mountain. In other words, swelling, expansion were of its very essence, and it therefore becomes all too easy to read "mountain" where there was originally a "mound." With these later stages, however, we are not concerned.
Since the primordial mound preceded the creation, it did not possess any of the dualities or polarities that characterize our own organized universe, such as heaven and earth, fire and water, gods and demons, male and female, and so on. Thus, without gods and demons there could be neither good nor evil; without life and water, no energy; without male and female, no procreation. The first and most important of the dualisms was heaven and earth, because it was from this that all other dualisms followed.
The archetypal image of the separation and unity of heaven and earth was the world tree, its branches extending to the heavens and its roots into the subterranean waters. This tree was the primary image of the world's axis. However, in versions of the cosmogony where a creator god was involved, the tree was commonly imaged as a pillar, ritually carved from its trunk. The tree/pillar that pushed up the sky also pegged down the mound to the bottom of the waters, giving it the stability it needed to expand into our universe.19 With this combined action of propping and pegging, a number of other things happened simultaneously: the vacuum created between heaven and earth was filled by space; with the horizontal expansion of space, the four quarters were born, creating the area within which we live and breathe; and, most important of all in our present context, the sun was released from the waters to bring light and life into the world, to create time and the seasons, and to set in motion the whole cosmic life cycle. the waters on the snout of the primordial boar (adi-varaha).26 In the same context, the insects themselves are addressed as "Ye divine ants, who originated at the Creation, ye who are combined with rta."27 At this stage, the primeval boar is not given a personal name, but the terms in which it is described in the same text are especially illuminating: "The earth, which was rooted up by the wild boar is addressed with the formula: 'So large wast thou [i.e., the earth] in the beginning!'" In the Satapatha Brahmana, ants are again described in terms now becoming familiar as "the first-born [prathamaja] of the world [bhatasya]."28 In the next verse, bhata is equated with earth (prthivi) and described as "very small" when raised from the bottom of the waters-that is, before it began to "swell." This is another allusion to the mound of the cosmogony.
This brings me now to the first of many remarkable correspondences between facts of nature, as revealed by modern scientists, and information which, unknown to them, was already embodied in texts of between 2,500 and 3,000 years ago. The truth is that the termite is an extremely archaic creature. Whereas man himself has inhabited the earth for a mere 2 million years, the termite has been active for some 300 million years. In the cosmogony, as we have seen, the primordial mound was "founded upon the waters." The latter were originally conceived as constituting the cosmic ocean (Vedic apah), but in cosmology they were identified with the subterranean waters (samudra), which could be interpreted to include our modern concept of the "water table." How does this square with the facts? It might be thought that termites prefer dry places, since their mounds are commonly noticed in very arid terrain. Yet the Vedas tell us that termites penetrate to water wherever they dig, and that their special ability to do so was a gift from the gods. (Asura, in the Vedas,34 denotes the gods of the undifferentiated, primordial world who after the creation became "demons" of our dualistic universe.) The emphasis is on strife and on destroying the power of the poison by militant combat. In the very next verse, Indra is invoked as slayer of the Asura Vrtra, and he is told "to smite the demons." In other words, the battle against poison is one with the fight against demons,35 and thus one with the primordial battle of the cosmogony. Indra's destruction of Vrtra, who guarded "the treasure in the rock," was synonymous with the release of the waters (rasa, essence of life) and the sun, the latter setting in motion the entire cosmic life cycle, as a paradigm of all victory.
Already we have seen that anthills are believed to contain treasure guarded by a serpent. This is a feature that the anthill shares with the primordial mound of the cosmogony and also with sacred tumuli in many parts of the world, the serpent/dragon/demon often being described as spitting fire and as having in its head a brilliant jewel that emits rays and is the source of the rainbow.36 The true cause of the rainbow as sunlight refracted through raindrops was unknown to the ancient world,37 but it seems often to have been regarded as the sign of a hierophany; more particularly, the rain "bow" was one with the "bow" used by the creator-god to slay or subdue the demon. In India, the rainbow is the "bow of Indra"-the bow with which Indra slays the serpent.38 Thus we are left with the impression of an intrinsic link between anthill, treasure, rainbow, and demon-serpent-a link to which we shall have frequent occasion to return.39 In the meantime, our concern is to bridge the gap between ancient texts and the beliefs and practices surrounding the sacred anthill as we see it worshiped today.
At the beginning, we noted that there existed more than 2,000 kinds of termite, which is not surprising for an insect that has been on earth for 300 million years. The mounds seen under worship in India today are not always large. inside. That is why the ethnologist classifies the anthill cult as snake worship, for in fact that is what it has become. We are confirmed in this by numerous folktales about serpents in anthills, one of which, called the Bhiiridatta Jataka,43 is depicted in a relief sculpture as early as the first century A.D. at AmaravatT. The association is also suggested by one of the common Telegu words for "anthill," which is pamba-purru, "snake mound." It is not more than one snake that was traditionally worshiped in the mound, but only one serpent-the primordial one-existing under different names. In India, he is the inhabitant of every tumulus, and his generic name is Nagesvara, literally "Lord of the Naga-demons." We find him also in the Greek omphalos, in the European barrow,44 in sacred tumuli of the Americas,45 and in many other parts of the world. The Sanskrit word for "snake" is not niga, but sarpa. Niga originally meant "serpent" only in the context of the myth of the serpent-demon, who was no ordinary snake. Even in later times, niga was not applied to any snake other than a cobra. In the Rgveda, the primordial serpent is ahi, personalized as Vrtra. In Hindu myths of a later period this serpent is alternatively named Sesa, Ananta, Vasuki, or Kaliya, all personifications of the cosmic dichotomy, both beneficent in representing fecundity and malevolent in threatening destruction and return to chaos. It is significant that even today the special festival associated throughout India with anthill worship-called Nagapafchami-is especially associated with the birthday of Vasuki.46 43 E. B. Cowell, ed., The Jataka (Cambridge, 1895-1913), no. 543. 44 Davidson (n. 36 above) points out that the treasure guarded is the mound in Beowulf is not presented in the poem as having belonged to Beowulf's own day. It had been lying in the tumulus for thousands of winters (line 3050). In other words, its function as a burial mound was secondary, and the treasure was one with the wealth of the primordial world that had to be "won" in the demiurgic battle. By the time we reach the historical period, two important changes have occurred: on the one hand, the primordial mound as image of the sacred world (ultimately, a metaphysical concept) had become identified with an actual hill or mountain (typical examples being Greek Olympus, Indian Himavat, Hebrew Tabbur, and so on), and on the other, the originally secondary function of the tumulus as "burial mound" built in the image of the cosmogonic one was now becoming its primary function. As a result of the later development, the significance f the mythological "treasure" is contaminated by actual "treasures" added in the form of grave goods. 45 The mythological link between anthill and serpent draws attention to another correspondence between myth and nature. Termite mounds are often inhabited by cobras-and with good reason on the cobra's side, since this reptile is a water-loving creature and hates aridity. The humid, air-conditioned interior of the termite mound has a special attraction, and the cobra is grateful for the ventilation shafts which allow easy entrance and exit. Above ground level, termite mounds consist mainly of ducts and channels, the inhabited area being concentrated well below surface level. An entomologist, Dr. Mark Collins, reports that an African species of termite, Macrotermes bellicosus, equips its mound with a central pillar.47 This is the species which was the subject of the pioneering classic study of termites by Henry Smeathman in the eighteenth century.48 An extraordinary feature of the pillar in the mound is that it is free standing and supports the cells or combs which constitute the living quarters of the insects. We have already noted that the tree/pillar of the cosmogony is neither a tree in the arboreal sense nor a pillar in the structural. Yet, as a metaphor, the image is appropriate to either or both. The notion of such a parallelism existing between the cosmic axis on the one hand, and the spinal axis of the human body on the other, is well known to every student of Indian yoga texts. 49 Turning now to associations between anthill and fertility, a modern scientist has aptly descibed the termite as living in a kind of "genital frenzy," since males attending the queen make it possible for her to produce up to 36,000 eggs a day, equivalent to 13 million a year.50 It is therefore little wonder that these insects are sometimes recommended as diet to human males with declining sexual powers. In the practice of dancing before a termite mound to induce pregnancy we can recognize the parallelism of rites associated with megaliths in many parts of the world. In India, these rites survive up to the present day in the cult of svayamhbhtu, literally, "self-existent," a term for unhewn cultic stones.
The clay of termite mounds consists of translocated soil brought up from the subsoil, which is therefore rich in minerals, sometimes including gold, the divine, incorruptible substance. Greek and Roman temple-and also why it features in coronation rituals58 and why it offers sanctuary to the fugitive who embraces an anthill in order to secure immunity from arrest.59 Since the place of cosmic birth, where life itself originated, was also the spot at which divine order is revealed, anthills also serve as oracles that speak for suprarational, divine destiny.60 At the moment of creation, the primordial mound is regarded as one with the tree growing out of it, the roots of the latter extending down into the subterranean waters and its branches upward into the heavens, which it separates from the earth. This meant that in India there was a powerful taboo against the felling of any tree growing on a sacred mound, which was extended to trees growing on termite mounds.6' (It is a curious coincidence of nature, quite evident to forest travelers in India, that termites will never touch a tree growing out of their mound, even after every other tree in the area has been devoured.)
The We have seen that the primordial mound of cosmogonic myth was conceived as a low elevation (high place) in relation to the waters, and that only after the creation did it expand into the sacred hill or mountain of the later cosmologies. This expansion or swelling is a feature of the termite mound in real life. A modern scientist, unfamiliar with the cosmogony, has described its form as "growing only slowly, week by week, pushed up, as it were, from the bowels of the earth .. ."67-words we recognize as entirely appropriate to the myth.
In India, termite mounds derive an important part of their sanctity from the fact that they are conceived as entrances to the netherworld and sources of fertility. This feature they share in common with the holes made by other species of "earth burrowers," including the ikhu, which Eggeling renders as "mole" but is more likely the Indian earth rat, which has similar habits of burrowing. Describing the dkhu, Satapatha Brahmana 2.1.1.7 says that these animals "certainly know the savour of the earth: hence, by entering deeper and deeper into this earth, they [grow] very fat, knowing, as they do, its savour; and wherever they know the savour of this earth to be, there they cast it up. ..." As in the case of anthill clay, the officiating priest of the Brahmanas incorporates earth from the cast of an earth rat (akhukarisa) in the making of a fire altar.68 A further parallel may be seen in the Celtic term for the so-called burial mound or barrow, cruach. In surviving Welsh language this gives crug, or morgrug, meaning "anthill" or any other kind of object that is "piled," such as "corn The leaf-dress worshipers of Periyalpalayam have in the meantime transferred their attention from the defunct anthill to the goddess in the temple. How much longer will they continue to wear leaf-dress? Perhaps the time is at hand when, shy of the tourist and ignorant of the meaning of their attire, the leaf-dresses will be folded up and put away forever. Or will their rite be revived for the profane attraction of future tourists, like so many archaic folk customs in other parts of the world today? Ashford Chace, Petersfield, Hants
